MOHAMMED    AND    CHARLEMAGNE
functioning of the State, necessitated the practice of the art, and
the same may be said of social relations. The merchants had their
clerks, mercenarii litter ati. Masses of papyrus must have been required
by those who kept the registers of the fisc, by the notaries of the
tribunals, by private correspondents, and by the monasteries.
The monastery of Corbie, as we have seen, consumed, every year,
fifty quires (tomi) of papyrus, drawn from the cellarium fisci of Fos.
Whole cargoes of this commodity must have been unloaded upon
die quays of the seaports.
Gregory's reproach to his colleagues of Nantes, whose insults
could not have been inscribed upon all the papyrus discharged in
the port of Marseilles,1 affords striking proof of the frequencies
of such cargoes. Moreover, papyrus was used in the manufacture
of wicks for candles, and also, apparently, oiled papyrus was used
instead of glass in the lights of lanterns.2 The fact that papyrus
could be bought in the shops in Cambrai means that it could be
obtained throughout the country.3 It was therefore an article of
general consumption, and there was consequently a wholesale
trade in papyrus, radiating from Alexandria to all parts of the
Mediterranean. We have the material proof of this in the hand-
some royal diplomas preserved in the Archives Nationales of
Paris* and in certain fragments of private charters; the debris of
die innumerable scrinia in which private persons kept their business
papers and their correspondence, just as the cities preserved the
acts inserted in the gesta municipatia.
The fragility of papyrus in the northern climate explains why
so little is left; but we must be under no illusion as to the quantity
1	gregory of TOUHS, Hist. F««c.f V, 5: O « tc hdntissetMassilia wcerdotem!
Numquam naves oleum aut reliquas species detulissent, nisi cartom tantum, quo
majorcm opportunitatem scribendi ad bones infamandos habcrcs, Serf paupertas carta
finem imponit verbositatL
2	gregory of tours, Liber in gloria martymm, m.g.h.s&rer. mbrqv,,
vol. I, p. 558; Liber de virtutibus S.Martini, ibid., p. 644; Liber Vitae Pttnim,
ibid.t p. 698.	'
* t". vbrcauterbn, Etude sur les Civitates, pp. 311-212.
4 laujbr and samaran, Lw dipUmcs originaux des Mfrovingiens, Paris, 1908.
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